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An Unconstrained Likelihood Ascent Based
Detection Algorithm for Large MIMO Systems

Abhay Kumar Sah, Student Member, IEEE, and A. K. Chaturvedi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Neighborhood search algorithms have been
proposed for detection in large multiple-input multiple-output
systems. They iteratively search for the best vector in a fixed
neighborhood. A better way could be to look for an update
which is not restricted to a fixed neighborhood. Motivated by
this, we formulate a problem to maximize the reduction in
maximum likelihood (ML) cost and use it to derive an expression
for updating the current solution. Using this update and a
likelihood function regarding the locations of errors, we propose
an unconstrained likelihood ascent search (ULAS) algorithm.
ULAS seeks to provide the maximum reduction in ML cost
by finding an update which is not restricted to be in a fixed
neighborhood. Using simulations, the proposed algorithm has
been shown to provide better error performance for uncoded
systems than existing algorithms, at lower complexity. We also
show that ULAS is amenable to lattice reduction, which helps
in obtaining two variants leading to further improvements in
performance.

Index Terms— Large MIMO, neighborhood search algorithms,
LAS algorithms, lattice reduction techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

DRIVEN by the need for high data rate for future wire-
less standards [1], [2], the number of antenna pairs

in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems may be
scaled up from an order of ten to hundred [3], [4]. Such
systems are known as large MIMO systems. The realization
of such systems requires several things, one of them being the
availability of reliable and computationally efficient detectors.
This is because the performance of low complexity detec-
tors such as zero forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square
error (MMSE) [5], [6] deteriorates with increasing number
of antennas while the complexity of near maximum like-
lihood (ML) detectors like the ones reported in [7]–[13]
increases rapidly with the number of antennas.

Several algorithms have been reported in the liter-
ature to address the issue of large MIMO detection.
These can be broadly classified as neighborhood search
algorithms [14]–[20], graph based algorithms [21]–[23], spar-
sity boosted algorithms [24]–[26], lattice reduction (LR) based
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algorithms [27]–[29], and other algorithms like [30]–[32].
Among these, neighborhood search algorithms have been
well investigated and have also been used to overcome the
limitations of other algorithms. For example, the applicability
of a Markov random field (MRF) based graphical model or a
factor graph (FG) approach can be enhanced to higher order
constellations using a neighborhood search algorithm [22].
Similarly, [33] and [34] combine neighborhood search algo-
rithms with sparsity and LR based techniques, respectively.

In the class of neighborhood search algorithms, likelihood
ascent search (LAS) algorithm [14] is the first reported
algorithm. This algorithm starts with an initial guess and
searches for the best solution in the neighborhood (including
the initial guess) until the improvement in ML cost saturates.
The complex constellation version of this scheme was given
in [15]. Two variants of LAS algorithm, namely, one symbol
LAS (1-LAS) and multistage LAS (MLAS) were proposed
in [15]. The 1-LAS algorithm provides a low complexity
solution while MLAS requires significantly higher computa-
tions but provides improved error performance. To improve the
performance in terms of error rate and complexity, [16] sug-
gested some policies to avoid the early termination problem in
1-LAS and named it as reactive tabu search (RTS) while [17]
suggested initialization of 1-LAS with multiple initial vectors.
However, the improvement in performance comes at the price
of extra computations and also the improvement is limited
to small constellations only. To improve the performance for
large constellations, layered tabu search (LTS) was proposed
in [19], which employs the RTS algorithm multiple times,
requiring considerably higher computations.

It may be noted that all of the above algorithms search
in a fixed neighborhood. However, the idea of searching in
a fixed neighborhood has limitations. Thus, the ML solution
may not lie in the searched space and even if it lies, the search
process may take a large number of intermediate vectors to
converge. Instead of searching in a fixed neighborhood of the
current solution vector, a better way will be updating it with
no constraints on the neighborhood.

Motivated by this, we propose an algorithm in which the
solution vector for the next iteration is a sum of the solution
vector of the current iteration and an update vector. The
algorithm essentially consists of two parts. In the first part, we
compute a likelihood of a given location in the solution vector
being in error. The likelihoods are arranged in the decreasing
order, in terms of their magnitude. The locations corresponding
to the first few, say L, elements are selected. The second
part consists of an expression for update assuming these
L locations to be in error. We compute the update for all values
of L and select the one, the solution vector corresponding to
which, provides the minimum ML cost. The algorithm stops
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when there is no further reduction in the ML cost. We call
the proposed algorithm as the unconstrained LAS (ULAS)
algorithm. Simulation results show that compared to existing
algorithms ULAS has better error performance, that too at a
lower complexity.

Further, we derive a lattice reduction (LR) aided extension
of the ULAS algorithm. For this, we customize the existing
element based LR (ELR) algorithm [27] so that it fits in
the ULAS algorithm. This leads to two variants of ELR,
namely, modified primal ELR (MPELR) and modified dual
ELR (MDELR). Simulation results show that the LR aided
algorithms have much improved performance, especially for
high order constellations at the cost of some additional com-
plexity compared to ULAS algorithm.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
describes the system model while existing neighborhood
search algorithms and their scope for improvement is discussed
in Section III. We formulate an optimization problem in
Section IV and propose a detection algorithm in Section V.
In Section VI, we analyze its complexity. Section VII gener-
alizes the results to facilitate the application of LR techniques
and two variants of LR techniques have been proposed in
Section VIII. Section IX provides the simulation results and
finally, Section X concludes the paper. In this paper, we use
boldface capital letters to denote matrices, boldface small
letters to denote vectors, small letters to denote elements of
a vector/matrix, and calligraphic letters to denote a set. The
notations ¯(·), (·)T , IN , and Z stand for complex quantities,
transpose, an N × N identity matrix, and an integer set,
respectively. Similarly, �{·} represents the real part of a
complex number and �{·} represents the imaginary part of
a complex number.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a MIMO system using Nt transmit antennas for
transmission and Nr receive antennas for reception (Nt ≤ Nr ).
The input-output relationship of the system can be mathemat-
ically modeled as

ȳ = H̄x̄+ n̄, (1)

where ȳ = (ȳ1, ȳ2, . . . , ȳNr )
T in which ȳi represents data

received at the i th receive antenna and x̄ = (x̄1, x̄2, . . . , x̄Nt )
T

is the transmitted signal vector where x̄i ∈ �̄ represents data
transmitted through the i th transmit antenna. Here �̄ is a set
of M complex symbols taken from a square constellation. The
channel matrix H̄ is of dimension Nr×Nt with each coefficient
h̄i j ∼ CN (0, 1) and n̄ = (n̄1, n̄2, . . . , n̄Nr )

T represents an
Nr×1 i.i.d. additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector
with each n̄i ∼ CN (0, σ 2). The complex system model in (1)
can be formulated as an equivalent real system model

y = Hx+ n, (2)

where y = (�{ȳ}T �{ȳ}T )T is a 2Nr×1 real equivalent
received vector and x = (�{x̄}T �{x̄}T )T is a 2Nt×1
real equivalent transmit vector where each xi ∈ �. Now,
the set � = {±1,±3, . . . ,±(√M − 1)} is a set of

√
M

real symbols drawn from a one dimensional constellation,
n = (�{n̄}T �{n̄}T )T is a 2Nr×1 equivalent noise vector and

H is the 2Nr × 2Nt equivalent channel matrix given by

H =
[�{H̄} −�{H̄}
�{H̄} �{H̄}

]
. (3)

We will use this real system model (2) throughout the paper.
At the receiver our objective is to find the vector x among

all the possible
√

M
2Nt transmit vectors which is nearest to

the received signal vector y for the given channel matrix H.
Mathematically, this is stated as

x̂ = argmin
x∈�2Nt

‖y −Hx‖2, (4)

and is known as the ML solution. Here ‖ ·‖ denotes L2 norm.
We define the Euclidean cost function as

φ(x) = ‖y−Hx‖2 =
2Nr∑
i=1

∣∣∣yi −∑2Nt
j=1 hi j x j

∣∣∣2
, (5)

and call it ML cost, or simply cost, in the rest of the paper.
The computational complexity of ML detection is exponential
in nature and cannot be applied practically even for a small
number of antenna pairs. In the next section, we discuss several
neighborhood search algorithms which have been suggested
for large MIMO systems.

III. SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT IN NEIGHBORHOOD

SEARCH ALGORITHMS

The basic idea of neighborhood search algorithms is to
initialize with an initial solution vector and then search for
the best solution in the neighborhood of the initial solution
vector. The process is repeated as long as there is a reduction
in the ML cost (5).

A. Definition of Neighborhood

The L symbol neighborhood NL(x) of a vector x is defined
as follows: Consider a vector x̃ which differs from x at exactly
L symbols then x̃ ∈ NL(x). There will be a total of

(2Nt
L

)
such x̃. The sets of indices at which x and x̃ differ are
denoted by Ik, where k = 1, 2, . . . ,

(2Nt
L

)
. Mathematically,

a neighboring vector x̃ ∈ NL(x) can be expressed as

x̃i =
{
ω j , i ∈ Ik, ω j 	= xi , &ω j ∈ �
xi , i /∈ Ik,

(6)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , 2Nt and j = 1, 2, . . . ,
√

M . Thus, there
are (
√

M − 1)L
(2Nt

L

)
vectors in NL(x). For example, let us

consider the set � = {−3,−1, 1, 3} and a vector x = [1 3 −1]
of length 3. The 1-symbol neighborhood of x is constructed by
flipping each element of x with the elements of the set �, one
at a time. Thus, corresponding to the first element of x, there
are three neighboring vectors: [−3 3 −1], [−1 3 −1] and
[3 3 −1] in the 1-symbol neighborhood of x = [1 3 −1].
Similarly, for the other two locations, we have six more
vectors.
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B. Scope for Improvement

Based on the above neighborhood definition, there
exist several neighborhood search algorithms such as 1-LAS
algorithm [14], MLAS algorithm [15], multiple output selec-
tion LAS [17], RTS [16], random restart reactive tabu
search [18], LTS [19], etc. Here, we briefly describe the
limitations of these algorithms, and then explore the scope
for improvement in neighborhood search algorithms.
• 1-LAS is a relatively simple, low complexity algorithm,

which searches for the best vector in a one symbol
neighborhood. However, it can get trapped in a local
minima, resulting in a limited space search. This leads
to a loss in error performance.

• MLAS proposes a policy to escape from local minima.
Thus, whenever 1-LAS is trapped in a local minima,
we search for the best vector in two and three symbol
neighborhoods leading to significantly higher computa-
tions.

• To reduce the complexity of MLAS and to find a better
solution than 1-LAS, the RTS algorithm keeps track
of the moves and tries to avoid any trap. However, it
leads to a higher computational complexity (compared to
1-LAS) and also the error performance deteriorates with
the constellation size.

• LTS algorithm has been proposed to improve the per-
formance for larger constellations. The complexity of
LTS increases exponentially with the number of transmit
antennas.

Based on the above observations, it can be seen that except
MLAS, all of these algorithms limit the search to a one symbol
neighborhood, or in other words update only one element
at each iteration. This may lead to either early termination,
as in the case of 1-LAS, or require a higher number of
iterations as in the case of RTS and LTS, leading to a
higher computational complexity. Motivated by this, in the
next section we revisit the neighborhood search algorithm and
construct a new optimization problem.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let us denote the solution vector at the start of r th iteration
as x(r) and the solution vector at the end of r th iteration i.e.
at the start of (r + 1)th iteration as x(r+1). These two solution
vectors are related as x(r+1) = x(r) + p(r) where p(r) is the
update vector. The ML cost of x(r+1) can be expressed as a
function of the cost at the previous iteration and the update
vector, using Taylor series expansion, as

φ(x(r+1)) = φ(x(r) + p(r))

= φ(x(r))+φ′(x(r))p(r)+ 1

2
p(r)

T
φ′′(x(r))p(r), (7)

where

φ′(x(r)) = −2(y−Hx(r))T H, (8)

φ′′(x(r)) = 2HT H. (9)

Since the cost function is quadratic in nature, the terms
corresponding to the third and higher derivatives in the Taylor
series expansion in (7), will be zero. The difference in the cost

for two consecutive iterations is given by

�φ(p(r)) = φ(x(r+1))− φ(x(r))
= −2(y−Hx(r))T Hp(r) + p(r)

T
HT Hp(r)

= p(r)
T

Wp(r) − 2 f(r)p(r), (10)

where W � HT H and f(r) � (y−Hx(r))T H.

A. Unconstrained Optimization Problem

Usually, a move from the r th iteration to the (r + 1)th
iteration is permitted if and only if it reduces the ML cost,
i.e. �φ < 0. For a given r th iteration, the update which
minimizes �φ(p(r)) or maximizes the reduction in ML cost is
the optimal update po. We wish to explore the optimal update
which is not constrained to belong to a specified neighborhood,
i.e. it can be from anywhere in the entire space. We refer to
it as an unconstrained update which can be mathematically
expressed as

po = argmin
p(r)∈ϑ2Nt

�φ(p(r))

= argmin
p(r)∈ϑ2Nt

p(r)
T

Wp(r) − 2 f(r)p(r), (11)

where ϑ = {ωi − ω j |∀ωi , ω j ∈ �}. This unconstrained
optimization problem will achieve the ML solution. It is
NP-hard and requires very high computational resources. The
elements of p(r) can take values from the set ϑ , the size of
which is 2

√
M − 1. Hence there are (2

√
M − 1)2Nt possible

updates. Therefore, finding an optimal update is computation-
ally expensive.

B. Optimization Problem Revisited

Let us revisit the problem stated in (11) and expand the
objective function as follows

�φ =
2Nt∑
i=1

2Nt∑
j=1

〈hi ,h j 〉p(r)i p(r)j − 2
2Nt∑
i=1

f (r)i p(r)i , (12)

where p(r)i denotes the i th element of p(r), hi represents
the i th column of the channel matrix H, and 〈a,b〉 denotes
the inner product of vectors a and b. In the above expression,
any one p(r)i = 0 will lead to 4Nt terms to zero and the
dimension of the problem will reduce by one. Thus, if we
need to update L symbols, there will be (2Nt − L) zeros
in p(r) leading to reduction in the dimension of the problem
in (11). For a given value of L, there are

(2Nt
L

)
Ik’s where Ik

is as defined in Section III-A. For a given L and Ik , we can
express (11) as

p(r)
o

(L ,Ik)
= argmin

p(r)(L,Ik )
∈ϑ L

p(r)
T

(L ,Ik)
W(L ,Ik)p

(r)
(L ,Ik)

− 2 f(r)(L ,Ik)
p(r)(L ,Ik)

,

(13)

where p(r)(L ,Ik)
is an L × 1 update vector and W(L ,Ik) is an

L × L sub matrix constructed by deleting the (2Nt − L) rows
and (2Nt−L) columns of W, the indices of which are not part
of Ik . Similarly f(r)(L ,Ik)

is an L × 1 vector, formed by deleting
the elements from f(r), the indices of which are not part of Ik .
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The update which minimizes (13) is the best update at the r th
iteration for the given L and Ik and we denote it by p(r)

o

(L ,Ik)
.

Finding this update needs an exhaustive search over
(2
√

M − 1)L possibilities which is computationally expen-
sive for large L. Therefore, we take an alternate approach.
Assuming the variable p(r)(L ,Ik)

to be continuous, we check the
convexity of the problem. It is easy to verify that the Hessian
of the objective function in (13) is positive semi-definite i.e.
∇2�φ � 0. Taking its partial derivative and equating it to
zero, we get

∇�φ = 2W(L ,Ik)p
(r)
(L ,Ik)

− 2 f(r)
T

(L ,Ik)
= 0. (14)

Since the solution obtained from (14) need not belong to the
alphabet set ϑ, we approximate the solution to the nearest
alphabet in the set ϑ . Thus, the update for a given L and Ik
will be given by

p(r)
∗

(L ,Ik)
=

⌈
W−1
(L ,Ik)

f(r)
T

(L ,Ik)

⌋
ϑ
, (15)

where �·�ϑ represents element-wise rounding on the alphabet
set ϑ . The update in (15) is easy to compute and can be
expected to give a reasonably good performance. In the sequel,
we refer to it as a reasonably good (RG) update. From the
above it is clear that the RG update is not necessarily the
optimal update. Interestingly, the optimal one symbol update
derived in [15] is a special case of (15) for L = 1.

Let us denote the update as

p(r)
∗

(L ,Ik)
=W−1

(L ,Ik)
f(r)

T

(L ,Ik)
+ δ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

, (16)

where δ
(r)
(L ,Ik)

is the rounding error. Substituting the above
solution in (13), we get the expression for the reduction in
the cost i.e. �φ(r)(L ,Ik)

as given in (17), shown at the bottom
of the page. The values of L and Ik for which the reduction
in the cost function is maximized i.e. �φ(r)(L ,Ik)

is minimized
can be used to find the best RG update p∗. We express this
equivalent optimization problem in (18), shown at the bottom
of the page, and denote the value of L and Ik corresponding
to p∗ as L∗ and I∗k , respectively.

Based on this formulation, we can obtain a sub-optimal
solution of (11) by solving the following two problems: (i)
Find the (L∗, I∗k ) pair and (i i) Determine the RG update
among all the (2

√
M − 1)L possibilities. The solution for

the second problem can be easily obtained using (15) but the
first problem corresponds to the optimization problem in (18).
It may be noted that finding the best (L∗, I∗k ) leads to a search
over

∑2Nt
L=1

(2Nt
L

) = (22Nt−1) updates. Although it is less than
the number of computations in (11), it is still computationally
expensive. We address this issue in the next section by using
an approximation of (18) to cut down the number of candidate
updates.

V. PROPOSED UNCONSTRAINED LAS ALGORITHM

In this section, we combine the ideas of the previous section
to propose an unconstrained LAS algorithm which we refer to
as the ULAS algorithm. A stepwise description of the ULAS
algorithm follows.

A. Initialization

The algorithm is initialized with a solution vector x(0).
We may start with a random guess, but just like other neighbor-
hood search algorithms, the error performance and complexity
will depend on the accuracy of the initial solution. Hence,
we choose to initialize with either a matched filter (MF),
a zero forcing (ZF) or a minimum mean square error (MMSE)
solution, the expressions for which are

x(0)M F =
⌈

HT y
⌋
�
,

x(0)Z F =
⌈
(HT H)−1HT y

⌋
�
,

x(0)M M S E =
⌈
(HT H+ σ 2INt )

−1HT y
⌋
�
, (19)

where �·�� represents element-wise rounding to the set � and
the subscripts denote the type of the receiver. One can begin
with any one of the above initial vectors.

B. Computation of f(r) and W

We compute W and f(r) using the relationships: W = HT H
and f(r) = (y−Hx(r))T H. It may be noted that W needs to be
computed only once while f(r) needs to be computed at each
iteration.

C. Determining the Candidate Sequence T
For a given f and W, the optimization problem in (18)

is a function of L and Ik . We would like to determine the
L and Ik which will cause the maximum reduction in the ML
cost. Since finding an optimal L and Ik is computationally
expensive, we invoke an approximation using a property of
large MIMO systems. We know that because of the channel-
hardening behavior [35], the channel matrix H in a large
MIMO system is quasi-orthogonal [36]. Therefore, as dis-
cussed in [1] W and W−1 will be asymptotically diagonal
matrices, and hence can be taken to be well-conditioned.
Further, from (16) we note that the vector δ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

has its
origin in the operation H−1n. This vector is the same as the
noise amplification vector term obtained in linear detectors, the
components of which are known to be low when the channel
matrix is well conditioned [37]. Since the matrices involved
herein are also well conditioned, the components in δ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

can be taken to be low. Therefore the second term in (18) is

�φ
(r)
(L ,Ik)

=
(

W−1
(L ,Ik)

f(r)
T

(L ,Ik)
+ δ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

)T
W(L ,Ik)

(
W−1
(L ,Ik)

f(r)
T

(L ,Ik)
+ δ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

)
− 2 f(r)

(
W−1
(L ,Ik)

f(r)
T

(L ,Ik)
+ δ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

)

= −f(r)(L ,Ik)
W−1
(L ,Ik)

f(r)
T

(L ,Ik)
+ δ

(r)T

(L ,Ik)
W(L ,Ik)δ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

, (17)

L∗, I∗k = argmin
L ,Ik

{
−f(r)(L ,Ik)

W−1
(L ,Ik)

f(r)
T

(L ,Ik)
+ δ

(r)T

(L ,Ik)
W(L ,Ik)δ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

}
. (18)
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likely to be small compared to the first term, thus justifying
the following approximation

argmin
L ,Ik

∑
i∈Ik

− f (r)
2

i

wi,i
= argmax

L ,Ik

∑
i∈Ik

f (r)
2

i

wi,i
. (20)

We propose to use
f (r)

2

i
wi,i

as a likelihood of the erroneous
locations (i = 1, 2, . . . , 2Nt ). We sort the indices in the
descending order of this likelihood and denote the resulting
sequence by T . Using this candidate sequence it will be easy
to compute L∗ and I∗k . It may be noted that the proposed
likelihood is same as in [38] although its manner of usage is
different here, as discussed next.

D. Arranging x(r), f(r), and W

Now we use the order in T to arrange the elements in x(r).
This means the symbol which comes earlier is more likely to
be in error than the symbol which comes later. Thus an RG
update using (15) on the first L elements of x(r) can be used to
arrive at the next solution vector, in an L symbol neighborhood
search. Since the expression for update is a function of f(r)

and W, we need to do the following: (i) Arrange the elements
of f(r) in the same order as T , (i i) Arrange the columns of W
in the same order as T and lastly, (i i i) The rows of W obtained
in (i i) are arranged in the same order as T . We will use these
arranged x(r), f(r), and W in the next subsection.

E. RG Update p(r)
∗

(L ,Ik)
and Rounding Error δ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

For a given value of L, we select the first L elements
of T , x(r), and f(r) and denote it as Ik , x(r)(L ,Ik)

, and f(r)(L ,Ik)
,

respectively. Similarly, we select the L × L matrix formed by
the intersection of the first L rows and the first L columns
of W and denote it as W(L ,Ik). Now we compute the RG
update p(r)

∗
(L ,Ik)

for a given (L, Ik) pair using (15). Using this
update a candidate (r + 1)th solution vector is given by

x(r+1)
(L ,Ik)

=
⌈

x(r)(L ,Ik)
+ p(r)

∗
(L ,Ik)

⌋
�
, (21)

where �·�� denotes rounding to the set �. This is required
because some of the elements of the (r + 1)th solution vector
may lie outside the set �. The corresponding rounding error
δ
(r)
(L ,Ik)

is given by

δ
(r)
(L ,Ik)

= x(r+1)
(L ,Ik)

− x(r)(L ,Ik)
− p(r)(L ,Ik)

. (22)

Since L can take values from 1 to 2Nt , we get 2Nt candidate
solution vectors for the (r + 1)th iteration.

F. Update for the r th Iteration and Terminaton

Once we have 2Nt possible updates, we need to choose the
best one for the (r + 1)th iteration. By calculating the update
for all possible values of L, we are effectively computing the
RG update for all possible sizes of the neighborhood. We select
the RG update p(r)

∗
(L ,Ik)

for which �φ(r)(L ,Ik)
(17) is minimum and

denote the corresponding (L, Ik) as (L∗, I∗k ). Since the update
vector in Section V-E has L∗ elements, we need to append
(2Nt − L∗) zeros to p(r)

∗
(L∗,I∗k )

and then reorder the elements

according to T . This rearranged version of p(r)
∗

(L∗,I∗k )
is the best

RG update for the r th iteration and we denote it by p(r)
∗
. This

Algorithm 1 ULAS Algorithm
Input : y, H, �
Output: x̂

1 Initialization r = 0;
2 xr ← output of MF/ZF/MMSE detector;
3 Costnext ← ‖y −Hxr‖2 & Costpre ←∞;
4 while Costnext < Costpre do
5 Compute f(r) = (y−Hxr )T H and W = HT H;

6 T ← sort the indices according to
f (r)

2

i
wi,i

∀i = 1, 2, . . . , 2Nt in descending order;
7 Costpre ← Costnext ;
8 xtemp ← xr ;
9 Arrange xtemp , f(r), and W according to T ;

10 for L ← 1 to length(T ) do
11 WL =W1:L ,1:L ;
12 f(r)L = f(r)(1:L), x(r)L = xtemp

(1:L) ;
13 if j = 1 then
14 W−1

1 = 1
W1,1

;

15 else
16 b = w1:L−1,L ;
17 ρ = wL ,L − bT W−1

L−1b;
18 W−1

L =[
W−1

L−1 + 1
ρW−1

L−1bbT W−1
L−1 − 1

ρW−1
L−1b

− 1
ρbT W−1

L−1
1
ρ

]
;

19 p(r)L =W−1
L f(r)L and p(r)

∗
L =

⌈
p(r)L

⌋
ϑ

;

20 x̃(r)L =
⌈

x(r)L + p(r)
∗

L

⌋
�

;

21 δ
(r)
L = x̃(r)L − p(r)L ;

22 Costtemp = −f(r)
T

L W−1
L f(r)L + δ

(r)T

L WLδ
(r)
L ;

23 if (Costtemp < Costnext ) then
24 xtemp ← x̃(r)L , L∗ ← L and

Costnext ← Costtemp;

25 Add (2Nt − L∗) zeros in xtemp and rearrange it
according to T ;

26 xr+1 ← xtemp , r = r + 1;

27 return x̂← xr+1.

is added to the unsorted x(r) (i.e. x(r) before Section V-D) and
rounded off to the set � to arrive at the solution vector for
the (r + 1)th iteration.

We repeat the steps from Section V-B to Section V-F until
there is a reduction in the ML cost. The complete procedure is
provided in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, w1:L−1,L denotes
the vector constituting the first (L − 1) elements of the
Lth column of W. Similarly W1:L ,1:L represents the matrix
containing the common elements of the first L rows and
the first L columns of W, and wL ,L represents the (L, L)th
element of W.

VI. COMPLEXITY OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

We need to examine the complexity of computing the can-
didate sequence T , the updates p(r)

∗
(L ,Ik)

(15) and �φ(r)(L ,Ik)
(17).
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The complexity of T depends on the computations required
for determining f(r) and W, which are of the order of O(Nr Nt )
and O(Nr N2

t ), respectively.
For the computation of p(r)

∗
(L ,Ik)

and �φ
(r)
(L ,Ik)

, we need to

compute W−1
L (for convenience here we omit the second

subscript Ik). The symmetric structure of WL allows us to
compute W−1

L+1 as a function of W−1
L . If a symmetric matrix

WL+1 can be expressed in terms of another symmetric matrix
WL as

WL+1 =
[

WL w1:L ,L+1
wL+1,1:L wL+1,L+1

]
, (23)

and W−1
L exists, then W−1

L+1 can be written in terms of W−1
L

as follows

W−1
L+1 =

[
W−1

L + 1
ρW−1

L bbT W−1
L − 1

ρW−1
L b

− 1
ρbT W−1

L
1
ρ

]
, (24)

where ρ = wL+1,L+1 − bT W−1
L b and b = w1:L ,L+1 =

wT
L+1,1:L . This has a computational complexity of the order

of O(L2). Since p(r)
∗

(L ,Ik)
and �φ

(r)
(L ,Ik)

need to be computed
multiple times in each iteration, the overall computations
required for finding p(r)

∗
(L ,Ik)

and�φ(r)(L ,Ik)
∀L = 1, 2, . . . , 2Nt is

of the order of O(N3
t ). Adding all the computations, the per

iteration complexity of ULAS is of the order of O(Nr N2
t ),

where Nr ≥ Nt .
Although the per iteration complexity of ULAS is less

compared to O(M1/2 Nr N2
t ) of 1-LAS and O(M3/2 Nr N4

t )
of MLAS, the overall complexity cannot be determined only
on the basis of per iteration complexity. This is because the
overall complexity also depends on the number of iterations.
We will continue this discussion in Section IX.

VII. IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF ULAS
USING LATTICE REDUCTION

We know that the performance of linear detectors can be
improved by conditioning the channel matrix H using lattice
reduction (LR) techniques [37]. Since the expression for the
update in (15) has a form similar to a linear detector, we expect
an LR-aided extension of the ULAS algorithm to improve its
error performance. In fact, we will see in Section IX that this
can significantly improve the error performance, especially
for large constellations and high values of SNR, with little
increase in complexity.

A. Structure of the Proposed LR-Aided ULAS Algorithm

For a given basis B = [b1,b2, . . . ,bn], a lattice is defined
as the linear combination of basis vectors as

L =
{

n∑
i=1

ψi bi |ψi ∈ Z

}
. (25)

As the information symbols in (2) are drawn from an integer
set �, we can see that Hx ∈ L, where the columns of H
constitute the basis of L.

An LR technique reduces the basis of H to find a more
orthogonal basis H̃ while the lattice L remains the same for
both the bases. Reducing the basis is equivalent to finding a
unimodular matrix T such that H̃ = HT. For a unimodular

matrix T, all the entries of T and T−1 are Gaussian integers
and the determinant of T is ±1 [27].

Utilizing the new conditioned channel matrix H̃, (2) can be
modeled as

y = H̃x̃+ n, (26)

where x̃ = T−1x and the corresponding cost function (5) can
be expressed as φ(̃x) = ‖y − H̃x̃‖2. Similar to Section IV,
we consider the solution vector at the r th iteration as x̃(r) and
the update vector as p̃(r). Thus, the solution vector for the
(r+1)th iteration can be expressed as x̃(r+1) = x̃(r)+ p̃(r) and
the difference between the cost of two consecutive iterations
is given by

�φ = φ(̃x(r+1))− φ(̃x(r))
= −2(y− H̃̃x(r))T H̃p̃(r) + p̃(r)

T
H̃

T
H̃p̃(r)

= p̃(r)
T

W̃p̃(r) − 2 f̃
(r)

p̃(r), (27)

where W̃ � H̃
T

H̃ = TT WT and f̃
(r) � (y − H̃̃x(r))T H̃ =

(y − Hx(r))T H̃ = f(r)T. Proceeding on similar arguments as
from (10) to (14), for a fixed L and Ik, the LR-aided RG
update corresponding to (15) is given by

p̃∗(L ,Ik)
= W̃

−1
(L ,Ik )̃

f
(r)T

(L ,Ik)
. (28)

However, we need to map this update to the original H so
that it can be used in ULAS. To address this issue, we first
introduce 1Nt×1 to denote an Nt × 1 vector with all entries
being unity. Applying scaling and shifting on x, as xs =
(x−1Nt×1)/2, we map the elements of the constellation set �
to a consecutive integer set, which are further mapped to
the lattice-reduced domain as x̃s = T−1(x − 1Nt×1)/2, the
elements of which are in the same consecutive integer set.
The update corresponding to this can be expressed as

p̃(r)s = x̃(r+1)
s − x̃(r)s = T−1

(
x(r+1) − x(r)

2

)

= T−1p(r)

2
or

p̃(r)

2
. (29)

Combining (28) and (29) and applying the boundary condi-
tions we get the following relationship

p∗(L ,Ik)
= 2T(L ,Ik)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢

W̃
−1
(L ,Ik )̃

f
(r)T

(L ,Ik)

2

⎥⎥⎥⎦, (30)

where �·� denotes the rounding operation to the nearest
integer. We use this LR-aided RG update (30) to construct an
LR-aided ULAS algorithm. In this algorithm except for the
step described in Section V-E, all the other steps remain
unchanged. In Section V-E we computed the RG update p(r)

∗
(L ,Ik)

and the rounding error δ
(r)∗
(L ,Ik)

using W(L ,Ik) and f(r)(L ,Ik)
which

are generated by sorting W and f(r) respectively. Now, in
the LR-aided version we need to first find the unimodular
matrix T(L ,Ik) and then proceed similarly. In principle, for
finding T(L ,Ik) we can use any of the available LR techniques
on the first L columns of the H sorted on the basis of the
candidate sequence T .

Before we proceed, it may be noted that the algorithms
which update one symbol per iteration, such as 1-LAS [14]
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and RTS [16], [19] are not amenable to an LR-aided extension.
This is because the expression for one symbol update will use
only one column of H and conditioning of a single column of
H is meaningless. Algorithms which update multiple symbols
per iteration, such as MLAS [15] are limited to two or three
symbol updates only. This means an LR-aided extension will
require conditioning of two or three columns of H, which
is again meaningless for large size matrices. Hypothetically
speaking, even if one could somehow address the issue of
conditioning of one-three columns of H, an LR-aided exten-
sion will still not be possible until the counterpart of (30) is
found. This again seems difficult.

Coming back to the LR-aided ULAS algorithm, we need to
compute the best LR-aided RG update (30) in an L symbol
neighborhood for L = 1 to 2Nt . However, a straightforward
application of the LR technique will lead to a significant
increase in complexity. Therefore, there is a need to modify
the existing LR techniques so that the available information
at Lth iteration can be used to reduce the computations at
(L + 1)th iteration. We address this issue in the next section.

VIII. ADAPTING ELEMENT BASED LATTICE

REDUCTION FOR ELR-AIDED ULAS

In the literature there exist several lattice reduction
techniques such as Gaussian reduction [39], Lenstra-Lenstra-
Lovász (LLL) reduction [40], Seysen reduction [41],
Minkowski [42], and Hermite-Korkine-Zolotareff
reduction [43], [44]. However, when the problem size is
large, these LR techniques either have high computational
complexity [41], [45] or do not perform well [46], [47].
This has been taken care of in the element based lattice
reduction (ELR) technique [27] which is an extension of [47].

The prime motive of these LR techniques is to transform
the channel matrix H to H̃ such that the orthogonal defi-
ciency (OD) [29] is reduced. Here OD is a number between 0
to 1 and is defined as

OD(H) = 1− det(HH H)∏2Nt
i=1 ‖hi‖2

. (31)

Thus, for an orthogonal matrix OD is 0 while it is 1 for a
singular matrix.

The ELR technique attempts to improve the diagonal struc-
ture of H̃

H
H̃ compared to HH H. Two versions of ELR have

been proposed in the literature viz. primal ELR and dual ELR.
A primal ELR operates on HH H while the dual operates on
(HH H)−1. First we discuss primal ELR based ULAS.

A. Modified Primal ELR-Aided ULAS (MPELR-ULAS)

Without loss of generality, we select the first L columns of
H and denote it by HL . If we know W̃L , H̃L, and TL , we
can determine the initial values of W̃L+1 and TL+1 for the
conditioning of HL+1, as follows

W̃L+1 =
[

W̃L H̃
T
L hL+1

hT
L+1H̃L ‖hL+1‖2

]
, TL+1 =

[
TL 0
0 1

]
. (32)

Now using the ELR method described in [27] the following
row and column operations can be performed

(TL+1)k = (TL+1)k + λi,k (TL+1)i , (33)

Algorithm 2 Modified Dual Element Lattice Reduction
Input : H
Output: H̃L , TL , W̃

−1
L ∀L = 1, 2, . . . , 2Nt

1 Initialization H̃1 = h1, T1 = 1, W̃
−1
1 =

(‖h1‖2
)−1

,
Hsel = h1;

2 for L ← 1 to 2Nt − 1 do

3 b = H̃
T
L hL+1;

4 ρ = ‖hL+1‖2 − bT W̃
−1
L b;

5 W̃
−1
L+1 =

[
W̃
−1
L + 1

ρ W̃
−1
L b bT W̃

−1
L − 1

ρ W̃
−1
L b

− 1
ρbT W̃

−1
L

1
ρ

]
,

TL+1 =
[

TL 0
0 1

]
;

6 Hsel = [Hsel hL+1];
7 u = 1;
8 while (u ≤ κ) do
9 k ← select the index of uth largest diagonal

element of W̃L+1;

10 λi,k = −
⌊
w̃i,k
w̃i,i

⌉
∀i 	= k;

11 if λi,k = 0 ∀i 	= k then
12 u ← u + 1;
13 else
14 �i,k = −|λi,k |2w̃2

i,i − λ∗i,k w̃i,k − λi,k w̃k,i ;
15 Choose i = argmax

ĩ 	=k

�ĩ,k ;

16 (W̃
−1
L+1)k ← (W̃

−1
L+1)k + λi,k (W̃

−1
L+1)i ;

17 (W̃
−1
L+1)

k ← (W̃
−1
L+1)

k + λ∗i,k (W̃−1
L+1)

i ;
18 (TL+1)i ← (TL+1)i − λ∗i,k (TL+1)k ;

19 H̃L+1 = HselTL+1;

20 return H̃L , TL , and W̃
−1
L ∀L = 1, 2, . . . , 2Nt .

(W̃L+1)k = (W̃L+1)k + λi,k (W̃L+1)i , (34)

(W̃L+1)
k = (W̃L+1)

k + λ∗i,k (W̃L+1)
i , (35)

where (·)k and (·)k represent kth column and kth row respec-
tively, and λi,k is a constant given by

λi,k = −
⌊
w̃i,k

w̃i,i

⌉
∀i 	= k, (36)

where k is the index of the uth largest diagonal element
(u = 1, 2, . . . , κ) and i is the index ( 	= k) for which the
following expression is maximized

−|λi,k |2w̃2
i,i − λ∗i,k w̃i,k − λi,k w̃k,i . (37)

These row and column operations can be performed in either
of two ways: until the largest diagonal elements become
irreducible (this corresponds to κ = 1) or all the diagonal
elements become irreducible (this corresponds to κ = 2Nt ).
A diagonal element w̃k,k is reducible if and only if there
exists i 	= k, such that λi,k 	= 0. We call this algorithm
modified primal ELR (MPELR). The version of ULAS which
incorporates MPELR is referred to as MPELR-ULAS.
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Fig. 1. CCDF plot of OD for different ELR techniques for 4 × 4 channel
matrix H̄.

B. Modified Dual ELR-Aided ULAS (MDELR-ULAS)

Similar to the primal problem, a dual problem which is
based on the inverse of W i.e. (HH H)−1 is also addressed
in [27]. Since LR-aided ULAS requires matrix inversion
[see (30)], application of dual ELR to ULAS is expected to be
more beneficial than the application of primal ELR to ULAS.
The pseudo code of the modified dual ELR algorithm is shown
as Algorithm 2 and referred to as MDELR. It is similar to
ELR except for the row and column operations. We call the
MDELR aided version of ULAS as MDELR-ULAS.

We expect the OD values resulting from modified ELR
techniques to be better than the values obtained from the
respective ELR techniques. This is because the modified ELR
obtains the conditioned matrix of order L + 1 from the
conditioned matrix of order L . Let us examine the OD values
before and after the application of modified ELR techniques
and compare them with the respective ELR techniques. The
complementary CDF (CCDF) of OD values is shown in Fig. 1.
We find that MPELR has a slightly better OD compared to the
original primal ELR while MDELR has a significantly better
OD compared to the original dual ELR. From the complexity
viewpoint also, it may be pointed out that MDELR directly
computes W̃

−1
L while in the case of MPELR we first obtain

W̃L and subsequently compute W̃
−1
L . This means that MDELR

is better than MPELR in terms of OD as well as complexity.
In other words, MDELR lends itself to a better adaptation of
ELR technique compared to MPELR.

IX. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed
ULAS algorithm with and without LR techniques through
extensive simulations and compare the bit error rate (BER)
performance and the required per bit computations with the
existing algorithms. We begin with the comparison of ULAS
with different variants of LAS taking MMSE solution as the
initial vector.

A. Comparison of ULAS With Variants of LAS Algorithms

We compare the proposed ULAS algorithm with 1-LAS and
MLAS for 32 × 32 and 64× 64 MIMO systems for 4-QAM
(quadrature amplitude modulation) and 16-QAM modulations.
The bit error performance is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, while

Fig. 2. BER of a 32× 32 MIMO system for 4-QAM and 16-QAM.

Fig. 3. Average number of vectors searched in a 32 × 32 MIMO system
with 4-QAM and 16-QAM.

Fig. 4. BER of a 64× 64 MIMO system for 4-QAM and 16-QAM.

the number of vectors searched (as a measure of complexity)
is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. From the figures, it can be
observed that the proposed ULAS not only improves the error
performance but also searches a lower number of vectors
compared to both the variants of LAS.

For example, compared to 1-LAS, at 20 dB ULAS requires
8 dB less Eb/N0 to achieve a BER of 10−3 (see Fig. 2) and
searches 40% less vectors for a 32× 32 MIMO system using
16-QAM modulation. Compared to MLAS, for the same sys-
tem and BER, ULAS requires 7 dB less Eb/N0 and more than
99% reduction in the number of vectors searched. However,
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Fig. 5. Average number of vectors searched in a 64 × 64 MIMO system
with 4-QAM and 16-QAM.

TABLE I

COMPLEXITY OF 32× 32 AND 64 × 64 MIMO
SYSTEMS FOR 4-QAM AND 16-QAM

in general, the number of vectors searched is not enough to
convey the overall complexity. Hence we compute the total
number of arithmetic operations i.e. a product of per iteration
complexity and the number of iterations. We have already
discussed per iteration complexity in Section VI. In Table I, we
provide the total number of arithmetic operations, along with
the average number of iterations in small brackets. One can
observe that ULAS requires less average number of iterations
and has lower per iteration complexity, compared to both
1-LAS and MLAS algorithms. This results in lower number of
arithmetic operations, overall. Thus, for the same system, i.e. a
32×32 MIMO system with 16-QAM, at 20 dB there is a 34%
reduction in the number of arithmetic operations as compared
to 1-LAS while there is more than 99% reduction compared
to MLAS. The trend for BER gain and savings in complexity
(in terms of the number of vectors searched and the number of
arithmetic operations) have been found to be similar for other
systems. Thus we can conclude that the proposed ULAS is
significantly better in terms of error performance as well as
complexity, compared to 1-LAS and MLAS.

Further, we examine the relative performance of ULAS,
1-LAS, and MLAS for increasing constellation size. The
results have been shown in Fig. 6. From the figure, one
can observe that for 32 × 32 and 64 × 64 MIMO systems
at 20 dB the proposed ULAS provides significant improvement
as compared to 1-LAS as well as MLAS for 4-QAM, 16-QAM
and 64-QAM constellations. In fact, the BER gain increases
with increasing constellation size.

We have also examined the error performance as a function
of the number of antennas. The simulation results are shown

Fig. 6. BER of 32× 32 and 64 × 64 MIMO systems at Eb/N0 = 20 dB.

Fig. 7. BER with increasing number of antennas for 4-QAM
at Eb/N0 = 10 dB and for 16-QAM at Eb/N0 = 20 dB.

in Fig. 7 for 4-QAM at 10 dB and 16-QAM at 20 dB. From
the results one can see that to achieve the same BER, ULAS
requires less number of antennas compared to 1-LAS and
MLAS. For example, for a 16-QAM system at 20 dB, ULAS
can achieve a BER of 4 × 10−4 using only 32 antenna pairs
while MLAS will require 96.

B. Understanding the Superior Performance of ULAS

The reason for the better performance of ULAS is that
the number of symbols differing between two consecutive
iterations is adaptive, unlike 1-LAS and MLAS. This facilitates
two things, firstly an adaptive change per iteration provides
an opportunity for faster convergence, thereby lowering com-
plexity. Secondly, because of the faster convergence, the early
termination problem is reduced, resulting in an improved error
performance. To corroborate both these assertions, we examine
the average value of L i.e. the average number of differing
symbols between two consecutive iterations. From Table II,
one can observe that the average value of L is higher for ULAS
as compared to 1-LAS and MLAS. We compare these numbers
with the average number of symbols differing between the
initial MMSE solution vectors which are erroneous and the
original vectors. One can observe that because of a higher aver-
age value of L, ULAS requires a lower number of iterations to
converge to the solution, and thus saves complexity. A smaller
average value of L (as in the case of 1-LAS and MLAS)
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Fig. 8. BER comparison of ULAS with its LR-aided extensions for
a 32 × 32 MIMO system with 4-QAM and a 64 × 64 MIMO system with
16-QAM.

TABLE II

AVERAGE VALUE OF L PER ITERATION AND THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF

SYMBOLS DIFFERING FROM ERRONEOUS INITIAL MMSE SOLUTIONS
IN A 64 × 64 MIMO SYSTEM FOR 4-QAM AND 16-QAM

requires a larger number of iterations to converge. Further, as
stated above, this sometimes leads to early termination causing
a loss in error performance.

C. Comparison With ELR-Aided Variants of ULAS
Having established the superiority of ULAS over all other

LAS algorithms, in this subsection we examine the perfor-
mance of the proposed MDELR-ULAS and MPELR-ULAS
taking ZF solution as the initial vector (refer Section VIII).
We consider two extreme cases κ = 1 and κ = 2Nt , thus
leading to four variants overall. BER results are shown in
Fig. 8 while the total number of arithmetic operations per bit is
provided in Table III. From these results, we observe that the
ELR-aided algorithms have an improved error performance
at the expense of additional computations. The additional
computations required by these four variants are similar, as
can be seen from Table III. However, the MDELR-ULAS with
κ = 2Nt is found to be best in terms of improvement in
error performance. For example, to achieve a BER of 10−4,
MDELR-ULAS with κ = 2Nt has a 6 dB gain compared to
ULAS for a 64×64 MIMO system with 16-QAM modulation
while there is more than 2 dB gain for a 32 × 32 MIMO
system with 4-QAM modulation (Fig. 8). Keeping in view
its significant gain in terms of error performance, the
MDELR-ULAS with κ = 2Nt is the best among these four
variants, and we use it for comparison with other existing
detectors, in the next subsection.

D. Comparison With Other Existing Detectors

Now we compare the performance of the proposed
ULAS and MDELR-ULAS (κ = 2Nt ) with the existing
popular detectors for large MIMO systems [16]–[19], [24],

Fig. 9. BER of a 32× 32 MIMO system for 64-QAM.

TABLE III

COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF ULAS WITH ITS LR-AIDED EXTENSIONS

FOR A 32× 32 MIMO SYSTEM WITH 4-QAM AND

A 64 × 64 MIMO SYSTEM WITH 16-QAM

[26]–[28], [30] beyond the LAS family of algorithms. These
algorithms can be grouped into three different categories, i.e.
neighborhood search algorithms [16]–[19], algorithms based
on LR techniques [27], and sparse error recovery based
algorithms [24], [26]. We have chosen three recent algorithms,
one from each category i.e. RTS, ELR-MMSE [27], and spar-
sity boosted iterative linear detector (SBIL) [24]. These are the
best known algorithms in their respective categories. However,
we have skipped comparison with LTS though it is true that
LTS can provide better error performance compared to RTS,
due to its very high complexity. The simulation parameters
for RTS and SBIL are taken to be same as in [19] and [24]
respectively. We have shown the comparison for 32× 32 and
64 × 64 MIMO systems with 64-QAM modulation. The bit
error performance is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11, respectively
while the total number of arithmetic operations required is
shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 12, respectively. For completeness,
we have also compared with 1-LAS, MLAS, and MMSE
receivers.

From Fig. 9 we can see that for a 32×32 MIMO system with
64-QAM modulation, the MDELR-ULAS with κ = 2Nt has a
uniformly better error performance compared to all the others,
except RTS. RTS has a slightly better error performance
than MDELR-ULAS up to a BER of 10−1.5 and up to a
BER of 10−1.7 compared to ULAS. After these BER values,
MDELR-ULAS and ULAS have a better BER than RTS.
However, the total number of arithmetic operations required
by RTS is around 100 times higher as compared to
MDELR-ULAS while it is approximately 1000 times com-
pared to ULAS (as shown in Fig. 10). In addition to this,
one can notice that the rate of improvement in the BER
with Eb/N0 is much better for MDELR-ULAS as com-
pared to RTS. Thus, from Fig. 9 we can observe that
from Eb/N0 = 20 dB to 25 dB, the BER of MDELR-ULAS
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Fig. 10. Average number of arithmetic operations required in
a 32× 32 MIMO system with 64-QAM.

Fig. 11. BER of a 64× 64 MIMO system for 64-QAM.

Fig. 12. Average number of arithmetic operations required in a 64×64 MIMO
system with 64-QAM.

improves from 4×10−2 to 5×10−4 while in the case of RTS
it improves from 3× 10−2 to only 9× 10−3.

In the case of a 64 × 64 MIMO system with 64-QAM
modulation, ULAS and MDELR-ULAS with κ = 2Nt , both
have better error performance compared to all the others
throughout the range of Eb/N0 (shown in Fig. 11). From
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, we can see that except for ELR-MMSE
and SBIL, all the others have not only poor error performance
but also have a higher number of arithmetic operations. Only in
the case of ELR-MMSE and SBIL, we have a lower number of
arithmetic operations, but that comes at the cost of an inferior
error performance (see Fig. 11).

As pointed out earlier in Section VII an LR-aided extension
is not of much interest in the case of 1-LAS, MLAS, and RTS.
However, an LR-aided SBIL may be worth exploring.

E. Discussion

The fundamental innovation in ULAS is to search adaptively
instead of searching in a fixed neighborhood. Since the overall
structure of ULAS is similar to LAS algorithms, it can easily
incorporate the additional strategies used in neighborhood
search algorithms to improve their error performance. For
example, to avoid cycles or early terminations, strategies like
the ones used in RTS can be used which can further be
extended to layered schemes [19] too. Similar to [17], a search
can also be initialized with multiple vectors.

X. CONCLUSION

In the framework of neighborhood search algorithms, we
have proposed a metric to determine the likelihood of the
erroneous locations and derived an expression for finding a
reasonably good update at the selected erroneous locations.
Unlike existing algorithms, the framework provides for an
adaptive number of erroneous locations to be updated. The
update which minimizes the cost function is selected at each
iteration. The process continues until there is a reduction in
the ML cost. Simulation results show that the proposed ULAS
algorithm has much improved error performance as well as
lesser computational complexity compared to the existing
algorithms. Also, the rate of improvement with increasing
number of antenna pairs is faster as compared to 1-LAS
and MLAS algorithms. Lastly, we have derived two variants
of ELR-aided ULAS. Simulation results show that the two
variants provide an improved error performance at the expense
of some additional computations.
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